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PROLOGUE 

Our car was vandalized the day I was born. It happened in the parking lot of the “Nursing 

Home”, the private women’s center in Colombo Ceylon where mothers who were expected to 

have uncomplicated births had their children. Unlike in the west, the term “Nursing home” in 

that part of the world didn’t refer to a place where the elderly and infirm waited to die. 

While I took stock of my earthly surroundings with eyes that were at the time literally 

unseeing, someone thought it would be hilarious to remove the headlights from the car. Who did 

it, and why, would forever remain a mystery in family lore, but when my father Mewin 

Nanayakkara stepped out into the moist, tropical night to drive home, he had no way of knowing 

that those missing headlights would become a metaphor for the missing light in my eyes…
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Chapter 1 

The concrete retaining wall adjacent to the front of the school was a popular jumping off 

point whenever the snow was deep enough to cushion the fall. The squeals of delight of children 

pretending to fly made me wish I had the courage to follow suit. I never did even though my 

classmates cajoled and coaxed me. 

“Come on, Tara,” a throng of voices goaded, “it’s not really that deep. If we can do it, so 

can you.” 

“Yeah, maybe,” I murmured more to myself than to them. 

That day in late January 1972 when I was eight and a half years old, I bowed to pressure 

and actually climbed up on the wall. Even with my distorted sense of depth perception I could 

tell that the incline was very steep. The harsh winter sun coupled with the starkness of the snow 

made the entire vista completely disorienting. With pounding heart and second thoughts I 

gingerly knelt, clutched the wall and climbed back down to safety. 

“Tara is a scaredy cat,” the ring of boys and girls chanted as they weaved in and out of an 

ever-shifting circle around me. With my chin thrust out in resolute defiance, I wordlessly pushed 

my way through the throng of tweens so I could make it safely to my special spot. It was hard not 

to hate myself for my cowardice. Everyone else did, why shouldn’t I? 

With the echoes of mockery and ridicule ringing in my ears, I stumbled towards the 

leafless oak tree in a remote corner of the schoolyard and sat down alone, at least till my friend 
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Marjorie came back to school. She was one of the lucky ones who got to go home for lunch every 

day. Unlike me, she didn’t have to choke down a sandwich that was soggy with tuna from a can 

that hadn’t been drained properly. 

Ammi made the sandwiches slap-dash because everything was done in a rush at our 

house. Although she woke hours before us she didn’t really have time to see to our lunches. Her 

first priority was making sure Thathi had his meal ready to be reheated on the “cooker” when he 

came home on his lunch hour. Then she’d wake us up, put bowls of Quaker oatmeal in front of 

us while the radio droned on in the background. Once she made our sandwiches Ammi put on 

her sari for work. 

Thathi would be dressed for the office and smoking a cigarette while he waited to drive 

us all to school. I’d send my spoon in sleepy circles around my porridge bowl and watch two of 

my brothers Anand, who was fifteen, and Dishan who was ten argue about who was going to do 

the sweeping and vacuuming after school. Our oldest brother Jayan, twenty-three, was already 

married and doing his Masters in Ontario. 

We appeared to be a typical Ceylonese family. There was always rice and curry keeping 

warm on the cooker. Someone was usually boiling the kettle for tea and we had things in the 

fridge that my Newfoundland friends would have found strange: lime pickle, date chutney and 

mallung, a leafy green vegetarian sambal type dish infused with coconut and spices. 

Still, I felt atypical from the picture we presented to the outside world. With my short 

black curly hair, thick coke bottle glasses that I refused to wear when I wasn’t reading, even 
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though the eye doctor said I should wear them all the time and my lack of academic smarts, I 

single-handedly shattered all the stereotypes associated with South Asians. 

I was also uncomfortably aware of my poor vision or as I liked to say, my bad eyes. I knew 

that those bad eyes of mine set me apart from everyone else. I didn’t even know anyone who 

was “half blind” as Marjorie would put it. I lived in a contradictory world of being over protected 

by my parents yet conversely expected to keep up with everyone else at school as if I had normal 

vision. 

“Oh yes,” Ammi would say triumphantly to her friends on the phone, “I fought with the 

board to let Tara go to normal school instead of sending her to Halifax to the School for the Blind 

and they agreed because I am a teacher myself and can help her keep up at home.” 

Ammi might have seen her effort as a feat of victory. My reality in grade three that winter 

was anything but. In a school of four hundred students, I literally had just one or two good friends. 

Even though we had lived in St. John’s for nearly two years after moving there from “round the 

bay” where I had first started school, I was still new to Newridge Elementary. The year before 

when I was in grade two I had gone to a Catholic girls’ elementary, the sisters’ answer to the boys’ 

school where my Anglican mother taught Special Ed. 

Aside from being a little scared of Mrs. Masterson, my grade two teacher, I was quite 

happy at the girls’ school. I had friends there but I had the same issue at lunchtime that I would 

later have at Newridge Elementary. I was left on my own because my friends lived close enough 

to the school to walk home for lunch but still, nobody made fun of me, at least not that I was 

aware of. At Newridge Elementary even if people didn’t make fun of the fact that my name Tara 
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Nanayakkara wasn’t Karen or Susan Johnson or Jane White or some other conventionally 

Western combination, they still managed to mispronounce it. Even Mrs. Alcock, my grade three 

teacher, whom I actually liked had trouble pronouncing Tara with the first syllable rhyming with 

Car. Instead she would say my name with a short “A” as in Taira,” Somehow the kids in my class 

managed to make a rhyme out of my last name. 

“Nana, Nana, is as dumb as a banana.” 

Had Mrs. Alcock made an effort to say my name correctly then maybe the kids in my class 

would have followed suit. It never happened. 

Despite my lack of popularity in the school yard, strangely enough I was invited to many 

birthday parties and I had plenty of girls to invite to my own every summer. This was long before 

the days when parents were encouraged to invite the entire class for their child’s birthday. My 

veneer of popularity was further enhanced whenever I sauntered over to the piano at the end of 

music class or when we were in the music room for choir. Although I had been taking piano 

lessons for a few months I came across as a seasoned pianist because I had perfect pitch. The 

request of the day for our generation was Blue Moon. The girls, especially oohed and aahed as 

they clustered around the piano. Then later when I was a bit older, I’d segue into The Entertainer 

which was on constant airplay on the radio in 1974. Yet even as my fingers flew over the keys 

and girls called out song titles by singers like David Cassidy and Donny Osmond, I understood that 

my star status was a mere illusion. If they knew what my piano teacher Mrs. Somerville would 

eventually say about my efforts they would have been so disillusioned with me. 

“I’ve circled this mistake in every shade of the rainbow but you still insist on repeating it.” 
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She acted as if I were being deliberately stubborn. What she and my parents could not 

understand was that no matter how large you made the print of a musical score, I could not sight 

read properly. With the low level of vision I had, asking me to sit at a piano, sight read and play 

at the same time – even sheet music that had been blown up to five or six times its original size 

-- would be asking me to hunch over the keyboard with my face virtually kissing the music book. 

Who in their right mind would want to play like that? 

“Yes, but once you memorized the piece you wouldn’t need the music in front of you,” 

Ammi would insist. 

This was true but I did not want to learn music the way a person with full sight did. I chose 

to learn in a way that was natural for me. I used my perfect pitch to memorize sections of the 

piece, with both hands if you will, while someone usually my mother played the section 

repeatedly until I at least got the notes down. Unfortunately mistakes and all were programmed 

into my memory. Poor Mrs. Somerville would sigh with despair. She just didn’t know what to do 

with me. In the early days after my lesson ended when I was younger and cuter she would give 

me a dish of ice cream while I waited to be picked up. That routine stopped when I was nine and 

Dishan started taking lessons too. I guess she didn’t want to serve two bowls of ice cream. 

Nobody at school knew what a tiresome piano student I was. I just let them think I was a 

prodigy who could play anything on demand. I enjoyed my brief moment in the sun because 

that’s what it was, brief. 

“Hey Tara,” I looked up from my spot by the tree to find Marjorie’s grinning face 

approaching me. 
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“Hey,” I stood up and brushed off my snow pants. 

“What are you doing out here by yourself?” She adjusted the hand knit blue and white 

striped toque she wore over her blond hair. 

“Not much,” I shrugged. I didn’t want to admit that I was hiding from the kids who had 

made fun of me for being too scared to jump over the wall. 

Then again Marjorie knew me well enough to realize that’s exactly why I was off by myself. 

She knew that I was a very social person and wouldn’t voluntarily go into exile. 

The strident jangle of the warning bell cut through the air indicating that we had five 

minutes to make it back to our class. 

“How bad was it today?” She asked as she fell into step beside me. 

“The usual crap.” 

Two neat braids peaked out of Marjorie’s toque contrasting against her cherry red winter 

coat. I loved that coat with the white fur framing the hood. I wanted a coat like that but it wasn’t 

likely that I would get one any time soon as I hadn’t outgrown my ugly red white and black plaid 

winter coat that I’d had since grade two. Marjorie was taller than me and certainly skinnier. She 

had an athletic stride that gave her an air of confidence belied by a voice that was husky, low 

pitched and wistful around adults. 

“Don’t mind those dummies,” Marjorie said as we slipped into the line that snaked to the 

“primary doors” of the elementary school entrance. The grade four to six classes used what were 

known as the “senior doors” on the corner of the building. 
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I watched with wry amusement as a clump of boys ahead of us in line, giggled about 

nothing and jostled each other with the funny way that boys could. I found myself laughing in 

spite of myself. 

“Boys that’s enough,” Mr. Bradley a grade six teacher on lunch duty boomed from the 

vestibule. 

“Yeah but sir, Tony flicked his boogers at me,” a little blonde-haired boy whimpered. 

Tony whispered something in blonde boy’s ear and within seconds the two had toppled 

out of the line and were rolling in the ground, convulsing with laughter as they grabbed fistfuls 

of snow in their mittened hands and began showering each other with it. 

Just as quickly Mr. Bradley, a steaming cauldron of barely-suppressed annoyance, was 

grasping the boys by their shoulders and thrusting them back into the line. 

“We’ll meet in my classroom at 3:00 pm,” he said. 

“But sir, I have hockey,” Tony whined. 

“You should have thought of that before,” Mr. Bradley said before striding back to the 

front of the line. 

I snickered. It was nice to see others in the hot seat because I seemed to have a place 

specially reserved for me there. Because of my limited vision, I didn’t often recognize social cues. 

When someone was discreetly passing me a note in class, I would hold it up close to read it, not 

realizing the teacher had turned in my direction and locked eyes with me. Mrs. Alcock would 
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leave it at that but later other teachers wouldn’t be so tolerant. I’d become well acquainted with 

after-school detention. 

I had begged my parents to send me to the blind school one province away but they 

refused. To admit defeat in a “normal” school would bring shame upon my mother who was so 

highly regarded in academic circles. 

Now I shuffled behind Marjorie to our classroom and flopped lazily into my seat. “Lazy” 

was the term the teachers used to describe me on my report cards. What they didn’t want to 

know was that I suffered severe eyestrain and got tired fast. I’d get a pulsing fatigue above my 

eyes and a perpetual crick in the neck for the awkward way I had to bend over my school work 

or even to hold up a book during reading time. 

“Put your books inside your desk. We’re having a pop quiz on our times tables.” Mrs. 

Alcock announced as she paced the front of the room in her clickety-clackety high heels. She 

reached for a stack of flashcards on her desk and then handed a pile to the head of each row. 

Because I was pretty good at my times tables I had a misguided perception that I would 

always be good at Math like my brother Dishan. What I was yet to discover was that my prowess 

with numbers began with simple addition and ended with the 12 times table. 

On that particular Friday I proved my worth with those flashcards. I not only got every 

multiplication right I even won a red ribbon for placing among the top five in the class. I knew 

this would be cause for a mini celebration when I got home from school. My three older brothers 

would have to do so much more to gain parental approval but If I scored 100% on a pop quiz that 

could earn me a new paper doll press out book. 
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***** 

Even though I often got heckled in the hallway after school, I still would have loved to 

take the school bus or even walk home like Dishan, Marjorie and many others but I wasn’t 

allowed. I was different. I had to wait for popular Tammy Holmes’s mother to pick me up and 

bring me back to our apartment in Pleasantville. The only reason this arrangement was possible 

was because Mrs. Holmes knew Ammi from Beta Sigma Phi, the sorority Ammi had joined on the 

invitation of a British ex pat neighbour when we first moved to St. John’s. The Holmes’ had bought 

a house in a new subdivision and since there was no bus service out there yet Tammy and her 

brother were dropped off and picked up at school. I too was picked up and dropped at home 

during the after school run. Tammy with her flouncy chestnut hair and high-pitched voice was in 

grade four. She seemed to have more friends and attitude than anyone I knew. Today we’d refer 

to the likes of her as “entitled” but back then she was just a brat who got her own way. Tammy 

and her pudgy younger brother, Ronnie, raced each other to their mother’s sleek two-toned 

station wagon, both vying for the front seat. I plodded behind them with my bulky black book 

bag knocking against my side as I tried to keep up. 

“Hi kids,” Mrs. Holmes sang out as she opened the front passenger door for Tammy who 

muscled her brother out of the way. 

“Hi Mrs. Holmes,” I said as I tumbled into the backseat. I unzipped my book bag and took 

out the crisp white envelope my mother had given me in the morning. On alternate Fridays I had 

to hand one of these to Mrs. Holmes at the end of my ride. 
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“Thank you, Hon,” Mrs. Holmes said as she twisted around in her seat to reach for the 

cheque. 

I felt out of place as I listened to Mrs. Holmes and her children chatting about things I 

could only fantasize about but not relate to. They talked about the new bike Ronnie was getting 

for his birthday and the cupcakes Mrs. Holmes had promised to make for Tammy’s Girl Guide 

meeting. 

I couldn’t ride a bike yet. My balance issues aside, there wasn’t much motivation to learn 

since I would never be allowed to ride past my own sidewalk. The reality was I didn’t have enough 

vision to allow me to ride a bike to the corner store like Dishan and my friends could do. That 

kind of freedom was denied to me. As far as the Girl Guides were concerned, I couldn’t join them 

either. Ammi said I didn’t have enough vision to participate and the organization probably 

wouldn’t let me anyway. It never occurred for me to question if this was true or not. I accepted 

what I was told at face value. This was back in the day when inclusion was a foreign concept ꟷ at 

least in my world. 

There I sat in my ugly lumberjack style coat, feeling like an old woman who couldn’t 

participate in anything that smacked of real fun. 

When Mrs. Holmes pulled into my driveway I was surprised to notice an unfamiliar blue 

station wagon parked in the spot reserved for our car. 

“Looks like you have company,” Mrs. Holmes said when I thanked her for the ride. 
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“My mother said she was coming home from work early today so maybe she invited one 

of the teachers who drives her home in for tea.” 

“That’s nice,” Mrs. Holmes said. “We’ll see you Monday afternoon. Have a great 

weekend.” 

As I opened the back right passenger door I said good bye to Tammy and Ronnie. They 

turned and muttered something unintelligible in my direction. As I walked up the gravel driveway 

to the back door, I grew excited about telling everyone how well I’d done on the times table test. 

I could flash the red ribbon I’d won under Dishan’s nose and remind him that he wasn’t the only 

one with brains in the family. 

I opened the door and walked straight into the kitchen. As cliché as it might have been, I 

actually did live in an era when most of the people we knew didn’t lock their doors. I was about 

to yell out to my mother the obvious fact of my arrival but the sound of lowered voices in the 

living room gave me pause. Then, when I heard my name uttered in serious tones, I stopped cold. 

Intuitively I sensed the driver of the blue station wagon was no colleague of my mother’s. In a 

matter of seconds Ammi entered the kitchen with a bushy haired man in a full suit and a woman 

with short dark hair following close behind. 

Without a word of explanation Ammi nudged me into the living room. The strange couple 

plopped themselves on either side of me and took out their briefcases. One thing was clear. 

They meant business. 


